2020-2021
Year In
Review
2020-2021 was a year of firsts for EducationPlannerBC (EPBC). Like
so many other organizations, EPBC packed up our offices and moved
home within a few hours in mid-March 2020. Everything changed and
at the same time, very little changed. The past year has showcased the
exceptional commitment of the sector to the students as well as the value
of electronic application and data exchange to allow post-secondary
institutions (PSI) to continue to support their students. Work went on
full-steam ahead with several high-impact launches in 2020-2021. These
included our finalized governance structure, the 2021-2024 Strategic
Plan, first annual EPBConnects symposium, EPBC Institution List, EPBC
3.0, UBC application onboarding, Ministry of Education and PSI XML
transcript onboarding, and a major expansion to our virtual engagement
presentations.

EPBC’s goal of governance
stabilization was achieved in
October 2020 when the Ministry
of Advanced Education and
Skills Training signed a Service
Agreement with Simon Fraser
University (SFU) identifying EPBC
as a stand-alone organization
administratively hosted by SFU.
Transition work is now complete,
and we are thankful to SFU for
their ongoing support.

EPBC hosted our first EPBConnects symposium in February
2021, providing 12 sessions over 3 days with topics that
covered the range of our services. Many of the sessions
brought in representatives from BC PSIs as well as high
school students, counsellors and other hubs across Canada.
Registrants included members of almost every BC PSI, the
Ministry of Advanced Education and Skills Training as well as
BCCAT and other Canadian hubs.

Strategic planning work took place over the fall and the
2021-2024 Strategic Plan was approved by the EPBC
Steering Committee in early 2021. The plan identified
three key areas of focus: Promote Access; Foster
Integration and Strengthen Governance. This plan will
be used to drive EPBC initiatives and priorities over the
next three years.
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Responding to the request from SFU to transition the sector-wide
institution list to EPBC management and oversight, 2020 was
spent collecting data from trusted sources as well as preparing
a broader and more comprehensive institution list. The EPBC
Institution List launched in March 2021, with more than 75,000
high school and PSIs, and has been provided to all EPBC
application partners. This data will ensure sector access to a
standardized and verified list that sets up the province for future
integrations with national and international systems.
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EPBC’s Technology Development team
completed the largest update to the application
system in more than four years. EPBC 3.0
launched in March 2021 and is designed to
provide PSIs with a broader range of functionality,
application personalization and self-service
supports. It also includes the proof of concept
for single sign-on functionality that can be used
across all PSI applications. UBC’s application
launch in March 2021 was the first institution to
go live using the new system. Work continues
with UVIC to support their summer 2021 launch.
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Continuing to support the Ministry of
Education’s target to move all public PSIs to
XML transcripts by spring 2021, EPBC will
have coordinated the launch of 22
post-secondary institutions. This work ensures
that these institutions are able to receive
electronic transcript data and readily access
updates upon demand. We are thankful for
our partnership with the Ministry of Education
and the XML High School Onboarding Working
Group for supporting this work.

Demand for EPBC’s engagement team
presentations has been rapidly increasing
over the past few years. Pivoting to virtual
presentations allowed EPBC to present to more
high school students and parent supporters
across every region of the province with sessions
hosted multiple times a day. High school teachers
and counsellors invited the Engagement Team
directly into their Grade 10 CLE and Grade 11 &
12 CLC classrooms, greatly increasing our reach
– 8000 students and counting! To offer more
support in our virtual environment, EPBC also
launched several new videos and shared them
across our social media channels (check out our
YouTube Channel).

To support the increased need for service,
EPBC launched an extensive organizational
structure review including a service design
assessment and gap analysis. A new,
service-focused organizational structure
was launched in early 2021. In addition,
Karen McCredie was formally appointed to
the role of Executive Director of EPBC in
late March 2021.
EPBC continues to be committed to national and international
engagement and participation with organizations that further the work
of data exchange. Nationally, EPBC remains active in CanPESC and
the initiatives it undertakes, including national data exchange and the
release of the “Common Digital Layout(s) for PESC XML Transcripts”,
which bridges the display gap between fully electronic transcript data
and paper transcripts. Internationally, EPBC continues to participate
in PESC and presented at both their Spring and Fall Summits. EPBC
joined the Groningen National Network as an official Signatory
indicating our support and alignment of values and goals.
The work achieved this past year further showcases the transition
of EPBC to a service-focused organization as well as the value of
electronic data exchange in the sector. These enhancements will
offer our PSI partners more opportunities to collaborate in providing
services to the students.

